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Kerala is one of the highest ranking tourist attracting destinations among the tour places of India.
Thought it lies in one of the isolated corners of the country, it has the power to capture the attention
of thousands tourist almost every year. It is one among the top charming and tempting places of
India.

The state spread with the breathtaking beauty of the backwaters covering at least half of the total
areas of land is a tempting attraction of tourist in this in these present days. People during leisure
times and weekend days come to visit this backwater site and relish pleasure of the mind blowing
cool sceneries.

A brief description of how the backwater of Kerala became a face for international fame begins from
a simple story. The innumerable lagoons, lakes, canals, estuaries and deltas of forty-four rivers
which plunges down from the Western Ghats tropical hills and mountains together joint up in the
plain of the state and make up 900km of intricate network of narrow waterways. This network of
waterway was use as a means of transport in olden days with the help of the small plank of woods
and later with boats made of wooden planks and coconut coir.  Thus this is how the civilization and
development of Kerala began.

Later thought the means of transport is replace by many other transport system such as roads,
airways and rails, boats and its water transport where set apart and remain stagnant for many
years. Slowly with the increase of tourism in the state, houseboats Kerala resumes its importance.

Today Kerala outstands as one of the most attractive and fascinating state in the world of tourism
with its attraction of the houseboat cruise. Houseboat in Kerala can fulfill your dream tour
experience. It can swift your mind to the unrealistic world of paradise by giving you the most
comfortable and luxury boat ride ever experience in life time.

For example take a look on the Alleppey houseboats, it not only offers you comfort and luxury cruise
but also gives you an opportunity to know the scenic beauty of the palm fringe backwater
background by the thick groves of coconut trees where in some places the forest enrich with huge
wildlife sanctuary and reserve national parks. As you travel along with the boat you can drop into
some of the interesting villages where you will find coir industries and manufacture of tea leaves can
be eye witness. A drink of toddy bear made from the freshly pluck coconut tree also adds an
impressive memory that will last for life time.

There are immense of possibilities to relish which you always dreamt of. Make your dream fantasy
come true by taking up the jolly leisure houseboat cruise of Kerala which is always at your service
and delight. Look forward for the brighter opportunity with the best rating budget houseboat and
make your trip special and enjoyable with your relevant budget account.

Kerala is one of the only states that offer you the best tour trip with houseboat luxury cruise at the
most affordable price. Take your chance and fulfill your desired tour expedition.
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Mahi Manral - About Author:
Mahi is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tours related topics. She has authored many
books on a Kerala Houseboat Tour  and a kumarakom Houseboats. Find more information at a
http://www.houseboats-kerala.org/.
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